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Planning for Virtual 2021
From Lemon to Lemonade
EDUCATION – TRAINING – NETWORKING – FUN

How will CCC21 be different?
TRAINING: CCC21 introduces a Whole New Approach with our Exhibit Hall.
Groups of Five Attendees with similar attributes will interact with Exhibitors.
Most of you have now experienced a Zoom Meeting. Many have experienced being
transferred from a Main Session to a Breakout Room. Following the end of your first
lectures of the day – your choice of one of six “Breakout Sessions” – stay for answered
Q&A. Then “DO NOT TOUCH THE HORIZONTAL CONTROL – DO NOT TOUCH THE VERTICAL – WE CONTROL YOUR SCREEN” –
and you will be transferred automatically to a Group of Five Attendees to enter our
Curated Exhibit Hall Experience. Your Group of Five have been carefully selected by
CCC to include others of similar interests such as all being involved in Tall Buildings or
all on Hydro Power Plants. Remember all of those questions on our Registration Page?
Your Group of Five will meet greet and network for FIVE minutes and then be joined by the staff of
one of our Exhibitors to introduce, explain and demonstrate their product or service. And remember,
the staff of the Exhibitor will know in advance who you are and your common demographic. At the
end of ten minutes your Exhibitor Host will be replaced by another Exhibitor. Then a third exhibitor
for ten minutes. But now you will have a break with only your Group of Five to Discuss and Network.
Repeat the three TEN minute session and FIVE minute break, then yet another three TEN minute
session and FIVE minute break, and you are ready to enter your second lecture of the day.
Those who choose to participate for all three days of nine TEN minute sessions will be able to claim
FIVE HOURS of continuing education credit in model (50 minute hour) states.
Our Programs are regularly accredited for meeting the needs for continuing education for
Professional Engineers, AACE, PMI and for attorneys by the Bars of Florida, Louisiana, Pennsylvania
and others. Meet all continuing education needs at CCC21.
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